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TEPCO Employees in Demand 
Energy Specialised Recruitment firm, EarthStream: Job Market Trend in Japan  
 
 
6-June-2014, Tokyo, Japan - International specialist energy recruitment firm EarthStream has just marked it first year in 

Japan and has created a dedicated webpage for TEPCO employees who are seeking new employment opportunities . 

 

Japan President Sean Travers comments “TEPCO employees are very well trained and have excellent knowledge of how 

the Japanese energy sector works making them very attractive to other employers so we have created a dedicated 

webpage for them to view and apply for highly specialized roles within the local energy market”. 

 

With the Energy sector undergoing a huge transformation there has been a flood of International and Domestic Energy 

companies rushing to enter the local market. Due to the current market opportunities and strict project timelines, these 

companies are seeking  experienced Energy professionals who can make an immediate impact to their current business. 

 

Ads Sean Travers “TEPCO employees are in huge demand from a large number of energy companies and despite being 

underpaid, a large number still remain loyal so it is a challenge to recruit them but we see a change in the air where more 

and more employees are thinking that the time is right to leverage upon their existing experience and make a rewarding 

career change ”. 

 

TEPCO’s 25% pay cut remains in place which is in direct contrast to other companies within the Energy sector who are 

having to offer  more salaries due to the opportunity cost of having their multi million dollar projects delayed due to lack of 

qualified employees.  

 
 

 Reference link – Job Opportunities for TEPCO Employees (Japanese): 
http://www.earthstream.co.jp/job-zone/-jobs-for-tepco.html 

 Original source (English):  
http://www.earthstream.co.jp/our-business/news-releases/20140606-Tepco-Employees-in-Demand-EN.html 

 Original source (Japanese):  
http://www.earthstream.co.jp/our-business/news-releases/20140606-Tepco-Employees-in-Demand-JP.html 

 
 

 
 

ABOUT EARTHSTREAM (www.earthstreamglobal.com) 

EarthStream is a specialist global energy and resources recruitment firm dedicated to the placement of Engineering, 

Commercial and Scientific professionals. 

Our Japanese business is focused on the sourcing of specialist local talent in addition to working with EarthStream’s 

international offices to identify international expertise. 

Visit our Japanese website: www.earthstream.co.jp 
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